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FRATERNITY · 
WITHOUT 
RESPONSIBILITY 
IS 
B OTHERHOOD 
ONE BODY, MANY PARTS 
The body is a unit, though it is made up of many parts; and though 
all its parts are many, they form one body. So it is with Christ. For we 
were all b aptized by one spirit into one body - whether Je ws or 
Greeks, slave or free - and we were all given the one spirit to drink. 
Now the body is n:Jt mad� u_TJ of one part but of many. If the f.Jot 
should say," Because I am not a hand, I do not belong to the body, ,, it 
w uld not for that reason cease to be part of that body . And if the 
ears should say," beca u:; e I am no: an eye, I do not belong to the 
body, " it would not for that reason cease to be part of the body. If 
the whole bady were an eye, where would the sense of hearing be? If 
the whole boay were an ear, where wo Id the sense of smell be? But in 
fact God has arranged the parts of the body, every one of them, just 
as he wanted them to be. If they were all one part, where would the 
body be? As it is, there are many parts, but one body. 
The eye cannot say to the hand," I don't need you!" and the head 
cannot say to the feet," I don't need you! " On the contrary, those 
parts of the body that seem to be weaker are indispensable, and the 
parts that v1e think are less honorable we treat with special honor. 
And the parts that are unpr�sentable are treated with spe cial 
modesty, while our presentable parts need no special treatment. But 
God has combined the members of !he body and has given greater 
honor to the parts that lacked it, so that there should be no division in 
the body, but that its parts should have equal concern for each other. 
If one p art suffers, every part suffers with it; if one part is 
honored, every part rejoices with it. 
1 Corinthians 12: 12-26,NJV 
ONE BODY, MANY PARTS 
The body is a unit, though it is made up of many parts; and though 
all its parts are many, they form one body. So it is with Christ. For we 
were all baptized by one spirit into one body - whether Jews or 
Greeks, slave or free - and we were all given the one spirit to drink. 
Now the body is not made up of one part but of many. If the foot 
should say," Because I am not a hand, I do not belong to the body, ,, it 
would not for that reason cease to be part of that body. And if the 
ears should say," because I am not an eye, I do not belong to the 
body, ,, it would not for that reason cease to be part of the body. If 
the whole body were an eye, where would the sense of hearing be? If 
the whole body were an ear, where would the sense of smell be? But in 
fact God has arranged the parts of the body, every one of them, just 
as he wanted them to be. If they were all one part, where would the 
body be? As it is, there are many parts, but one body. 
The eye cannot say to the hand," I don't need you! ,, and the head 
cannot say to the feet," I don't need you! ,, On the contrary, those 
parts of the body that seem to be weaker are indispensable, and the 
parts that we think are less honorable we treat with special honor. 
And the parts that are unpresentable are treated with special 
modesty, while our presentable parts need no special treatment. But 
God has combined the members of the body and has given greater 
honor to the parts that lacked it, so that there should be no division in 
the body, but that its parts should have equal concern for each other. 
If one part suf fers, every part suf fers with it; if one part is 
honored, every part rejoices with it. 
1Corinthians12:12-26,NIV 
SIGl'tf::! PHI EPSILON 
Ef::!STERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY 
MEMBER DEVELOPMENT, 1991 
INDIVIDUAL DEVELOPMENT: pledqe sessions 
irJeek 2 ____ _ 
week 3----------- week 8-----------
week 4----------- week 9 ----- Number of approved 
1r1eeks x 10 = 
week 5----------- week 10----------
BROTHERHOOD DEVELOPMENT: interviews 
l 9 17 25 ..,...,. .._; .._\ 
2 10 18 26 34 
3 11 19 27 35 
4 12 20 28 36 
8 16 24 32 40 
Number of 
interviews x 2 = 
CHAPTER DEVELOPMENT: A: chapter meetings 
1 __ 3 __ 5 __ 7 __ 9 --
2 __ 4 __ 6 __ 8 __ 10 __ 
Number of 
meetings x 3 = 
B: committee/ office participation 
Cammi t tee/O·f f ice ____________ _ 
Participation = 40 
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SIGMA PHI EPSILON 
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Sigma Phi Epsilon 
New Member Class 
Fall 2002 
Upsilon Class 
The beginning of a lifetime 
Responsibility of 
Brotherhood. 
Important Due Dates 
Barn Dance $15 (pre-party for keg $8 for you 
And date )(beer tickets regular price) Sept. 26 
Intramural Shirts $9 Sept . 25 
Homecoming Gear $40 Sweatshirts - $27, Scrubs - $13 TBA 
Fall Dues $265 ASAP 
*Fall Dues pay Jason Friesma 345-3926. 
*Barn Dance Pay Justin Miller or Will Daulby 345-5548 or 348-1896 
*Intramural Shirts Pay Seth Estes 581- 2718 Sig Ep house 103 
* Homecoming Gear Pay Drew Walker or Ty Macko 348-6544 
*Work on the float for 25 hours. Tuesday at 7:00 meet at the house to 
go. Rides provided. 
Any Questions call Jason at 5 81-2614 
#4 October 13 
#5 October 20 
#6 October 27 
#7 November 3 
#8 November 10 
- Test on Founders - Kno\v all symbols and info discussed 
- Learn Symbols, Badge, Flag, etc - 55 Signatures 
- Test on Symbols, Badge, Flag, etc. -Be familiar with the Creed 
- Go over the Creed of Sigma Phi Epsilon and able to explain V, D, BL 
- V, D, BL 
- Test on Creed, etc. 
- Learn the Alphabet 
- Carlson Leadership Academy 
- Test on Alphabet, etc. 
- 75 Signatures 
- Know the Alphabet and about 
Carlson Leadership Academy. 
- 90 Signatures 
- T-Shirt Money 
- Class T-Shirts - ALL Signatures should be completed 
- Sweetheart Song 
Sig Ep Fun Week 
-1- 11111 - Serenades/Project 
-2- 11112 - Go and Serenade, Continue work on project. 
-3 - 11/13 -Burning Heart 
-4- 11114 - Continue work on project/ In House Ceremony 
-5- 11I15 - Phi Rite of Passage 
Enter the Phi Challenge 
The Week of: Agenda For Next Week 
#1 September 22 - Sigma Rite of Passage (Sept.25) -Three Ring Binder 
- Membership Agreements -Know Exec/Standards 
- Go over Executive and Standards Boards -Yz Page on why you 
- Overview of Bylaws and Standards have decided to rush 
- Receive Sig Ep Covenant Sig Ep. 
- Receive Sigma Challenge Checklist -10 Signatures 
- Introductions 
- Briefly-> Dues, IMs, Sigs, Housing, Community Service, etc. 
#2 September 29 - Test on Exec/Standards -Know all about Zollinger 
#3 October 6 
- Visit from members of Exec/Standards House/Jenkens Lesson 
- Go over Zollinger House, Jenkens Lesson -3 Written Goals 
- Learn Anthem -Know Anthem 
- Briefly: Goals, No Hazing, Housing, etc. - 25 Signatures 
- Test on Zollinger/Jenkens, Anthem 
- Tum in Goals 
- Learn Founders, National & Illinois Nu 
- Learn History 
- Lifetime Responsibility Books 
- Briefly: Retreat 
-Know Founders, both 
of our Chapter and 
Nationally. 
-Know History discussed 
- 40 Signatures 
SIG EP HOUSE 2103 12TH ST. 
Bodam, Jason 208 SPE 581-3916 
Buatte, Jason. 106 SPE 581-2614 
Buishas, James 205 SPE 581-3185 
DeRosa, Chris 102 SPE 581-2226 
Estes, Seth 109 SPE 581-2718 
Flanagan, Ryan 201 SPE 581-3225 
Frisbee, Evan 201 SPE 581-3225 
Gahan , M ike 110 SPE 581-2910 
Gallagher, Mike 204 SPE 581-3516 
Gray, T J 108 SPE 581-2715 
Hausmann, Dan 109 SPE 581-2718 
Hill, Jake 211 SPE 581-5527 
Hoover, Keith 107 SPE 581-2621 
Huhn, Bryan 207 SPE 581-3721 
Johnson, Greg 105 SPE 581-2519 
Klaus, Isaac 104 SPE 581-2225 
Kranz, Nick 102 SPE 581-2226 
Loquist, Brian 110 SPE 581-2910 
Mark, Joe 111 SPE 581-3027 
Meyer, Cole 204 SPE 581-3516 
Ramsey, Kurt 2 12 SPE 581-5619 
Settergren , Roy 213 SPE 581-5725 
Smith, Sean 206 SPE 581-3610 
Sparks, Ryan 105 SPE 581-2519 
Staten, Stacey 112 SPE 581-3122 
Ursetta, Vince 214 SPE 581-5823 
Valenziano, Dan 210 SPE 581-5332 
Wilkey, Jay 210 SPE 581-5332 
1110 6TH ST. 348 - 8452 
Boucek, Tim Parkhill, Craig 
Heisner, Tyson Perry, Kyle 
Miller, Justin Stewart, Kyle 
1068 7TH ST. 348 - 6544 
Freehill, Jeff Sullivan, Tim 
Macko, Tynan Walker, Andrew 
Rella, David White, Russell 
1020 HAYES 348-1053 
Jasper, John Mahoney, Eddie 
Lauer, Joe Marion, Tony 
Lukachik , Zach Young, Paul 
171712TH ST. 348 -1896 
Beckett, Neil Lugge, Dean 
Daulby, Will Rakers, Chris 
1020 7TH ST. 
DiGiulio, Nick 
Pietras, John 
1703 11 TH ST. 
Panozzo, Adam 
Rij�'1Vi�h . B�an 
OUT OF HOUSE 
Clark , Kevin 
Engelman n , Justin 
Friesema, Jason 
Holmes, Matt 
Johnson, Scott 
Mccutcheon, Cambron 
Panozzo, Larry 
Pinaire, Nick 
Ruprecht, Reid 
Schroeder, Nate 
Schuttler, Mike 
Womack , Chris 
l; .,�' "'· ?·\�--'\ . \ __ ,::,.. ' \ 
Doc Eberly 
Shawn Ness 
345 ._ 0606 
Stanton, Tom 
345 - 1494 
Smaizys, Matt 
1513 2nd St. 
1031 7th St. 
1722 11th St. 
1515 9th St. 
1603 Olive St . Apt. 1 
31 Giffin Ucourt 
1513 2nd St. 
31 Giffin Ucourt 
24 Giffin Ucourt 
1515 9th St. 
1513 2nd St. 
1044 1st St. 
l ·� ·� :� f... .. , �.-, .\,.\ 
1335 A St . Apt . 2 
345 - 3862 
345 - 9531 
345 - 3926 
345 - 7294 
345 - 0337 
581 - 8096 
345 - 3862 
581 - 8096 
581 - 8092 
345 - 7294 
345 - 3862 
246 - 6225 
�;i:";_-5· � �'.J4-,). 
345 - 1465 
345 - 9214 
NAME 
Brian Churchil l 
Shawn Sobotelea 
Ryan Jacobs 
Adam Huhn 
Reid Ruprecht 
Jeremy Holzer 
Matt Holzer 
Adam Slowinski 
Upsilon Class Fall 2002 
ADDRESS 
352 Carmen Hall 
35 3 Carmen Hall 
966 Carmen Hall 
651 Carmen Hall 
24 Griffen U CT. 
1801 9th St. Apt 17 
1801 9th St. Apt 17 
968 Carmen 
Mike Scheller/ Dustin Musenbrock Sig Ep house 103 
Anthony Mitchell 
Brent Smith 
Nick Schneider 
Chadd Munay 
Matt Hoyt 
Adam Osborne 
Anthony Buscher 
Tim Ehrenfeild 
Rob Bohacik 
Brad Miller 
Stewart Schutte 
Allen Tieri 
Sig Ep house 111 
49 Madison Ave. 
Sig Ep house 205 
225 Polk 
5 05 Taylor 
15 11 Division St. 
215 Douglas 
966 Carmen 
1801 9th St. Apt . 7 
1680 U niversity Dr. 
225 Polk 
201 Thomas 
PHONE# 
581-5324 
5 81-5 323 
5 81-6172 
5 81-6106 
5 81-8092 
345-9502 
345-95 02 
5 81-6175 
5 81-2115 
5 81-3072 
345 -5686 
5 81-35 18 
348- 6046 
5 81-2708 
348-8713 
5 81-2954 
5 81-6172 
345 -95 02 
Apt 2 348-6348 
348-6046 
5 81-3284 
SIGMA PHI EPSILON 
-§fF�� 
:THE OFFICERS 
Presidenl: The chapter President is responsible for 
overall operations and the proper conduct of the mem­
bers. He presides at all chapter meetings . communicates 
with those outside the chapter who have an in t erest in 
its progress (alumni officers. Sig Ep Headquarters. 
school officials . other fraternities and Sig Ep chapters). 
knows all expecta tions of the chapter. and gu ides and 
directs the chapter toward meeting its goals. His cabinet 
consists of the Secretary. Historian. and IFC Represen­
tative. The cabinets of the Vice Presidents carry on the 
work of the chapter . but it is the President who must 
direct the chapter and provide leadership . 
'Jo.:so.'\. �r; e. �{'..fl·� 
Vice �resident of Finance: He works closely wirh the Al.umn1 ��ard Treasurer and is respons ible for the financ�al stability of the chapter and plann ing for future financial needs . He and his cabinet, which might include a House & Grounds Chainnan, }\jcchen Director an­Budger Chainnan , prepare the chapter 's budge t . di � tri�� 
• s ta tements to members. co llect dues room anti rd'
. 
pay bills , and prepare monthly reports 10 the mi board �nd Headquarters . This Vice President i� L.� chapter's business manager . · -
THE STANDARDS COMMITTEE 
The Standards Commi ttee is comprised of the 
Senior Marshal, Junior Marshal, Guard, Guide , and the 
Chaplain , who is the chairman of the committee . Th:: 
commi� tee should review proper risk management fo� 
upcoming events, plan the next use of the Ritual, inspect 
the Ritual equipment . and practice the Ri tual . Other 
areas of responsibil ity for the committee are 10 manage 
the chapter's awards program, enforce Grand Chap ter 
and local bylaws, resolve disputes between brothers. 
determine sanctions for those brothers who violate the 
chapter 's st�ndards . and ensure cha r membership agree­
ments are signed and the chapter 's standards are up­
dated and reviewed on a regular basis . The commi11�: 
should P.romote the Ri.tual and chapter programs i1: ·pier life and determine awards for outstanding be­
; or and performance. 
')" ;'\ . (; . . 11 L uv. (. ij, 
Vice President of Programming: He is in charge of 
chapter functions and programs. It is his responsibility 
·to keep the chapter calendar and promote a ttendance at 
chapter meetings and events. It is also his responsibility 
·to ensure the members of the chapter have a positive : social experience. Members of his cabinet migh t in­
clude: Events Chairman, Philanthropy Chairman. Intra­
mural Chairman, and Special Events Chairman (e.g .. 
, Homecoming Director ) . 
·1 ()�·)/\ ,� c. 1 s" c: r 
Vice President of Recruitment: His main respon­
sibility is to secure new members-undergraduates and 
alumni volunteers. He is responsible for all recruitment 
events, alumni events, upda ting alumni addresses, ex­
tending bids to prospective members, the chapter new� 
leuer, and the Balanced Man Scholarship . Members , 
his cabinet may include the Recruitment Events Chair­
man, the Alumni Events Chairman, the Newsletter 
Director, and the Balanced Man Scholarsh i p Chainnan. 
�r�w\ __ ((et�<\, v ,'<:,,�, 
_ . Vice President of Member Development: He 1s the 
man in charge of activ ities that affect the development 
of chapters members. H e  is responsible for. finding facilita tors, planning chapter retreats and ennchment 
programs (e .g. , speakers program), coordinating expe­
riential learning activities, and tracking individual ac:o· 
demic records. Members of his cabinet include th� 
Chapter Retreat Dir:ector, Academic Chairman, Speaker 
Director and, in Balanced Man Project Chapters, the 
Chaplain . . . 
It is up to each member of the Executive Committee 
10 de termine how many positions he will need in his 
cabinet to fulfill his responsibilities. For example, the 
Vice President of Programming may determine he needs 
an Events Chairman to work with social events and 
another man to work specifically with Homecominf. 
Each of these chairmen may form his own committee 10 
help with the details of the _various . events. The�e 
chainnen will report to the Vice Pr�s1dent who will 
update the chapter at the weekly meeting as 10 how the 
responsibilities are being carried out. 
( 
SIGMA p.-11 EPSILON 
. "T"�E OFFICERS 
Presidenl: The chapter P resident is responsible for 
overall operations and the proper conduct of the mem­
bers. He presides at all chapter meetings . communicates 
with those outside the chapter who have an interest in 
its progress (alumni officers. Sig Ep Headquarters . 
school officials. other fraternities and Sig Ep ch apters ). 
knows all expectations of the chapter. and guides and 
directs the chapter toward meeting its goals. His cab inet 
consists of the Secretary. Historian, and JFC Rep resen­
tative. The cabinets of the Vice Presidents carry on the 
work of the chapter. but it is the President who mu st 
direct the chapter and provide leadership . 
'Ja�c.'\ Y-r;e_ '){' ..ri ·1.. 
Vi� �resident of Finance: He works closely with the Al.umn1 ��ard Treasurer and is responsible for the financ � al stab1l1 ty of the chapter and plann ing for future financial needs . He and his cabinet, which might include a House & Grounds Chairman, Kitchen Director an� Budget Chairman, prepare the chapter's budget. di�tri�� ute statemen �s to members. collect dues , room ancj rd .
. 
pay bills, and prepare monthly reports to the 111  board �nd Headquarters. This Vice President i� t •• � chap ter's business manager. · -
L-.A. g q e.. (J (J 
THE STANDARDS COMMITTEE 
The Standards Committee is comprised of the 
Senior Marshal , Junior Marshal, Guard. Guide, and the 
Chaplain, who is the chairman of the committee. Th:' 
commit tee should review proper risk management (o� 
upcoming events, plan the next use of the Ritual, inspect the Ritual eq uip ment . and practice the Ritual. Other 
areas of responsibility for the commitlee are to manage 
the chapter's awards program. enforce Grand Chapter 
and local bylaws. resolve disputes be1ween brothers. 
determine sanctions for those brothers who violate the 
chapter's sta
.
ndards, and ensure that membership agree­
ments are signed and the chapter's standards are up· 
dated and reviewed on a regular basis. The commit1�: 
should promote the Ritual and chapter programs i1: 
chapter life and determine awards for outstanding bt'· 
· ior and performance. 
Vice President of Programming: He is in charge of 
chapter functions and programs. It is his respons ib ility 
·to keep the chapter calendar and promote attendance at 
chapter mee tings and events. It is also his responsibility 
·to ensure the members of the chapte r have a positive 
:social exper ience . Members of his cab inet might in­
clude: Events Cha irman, Philanth ropy Chairman, Intra­
mural Chairman. and Special Events Chairman (e.g . . 
, Homecoming Director). 
,__.. - •,J _, 1' '-� " '..:J f', i ()�:::/\ ' 1 \.. - " -
Vice President of Recruitment: His main respon­
sibility is to secure new members-undergraduates and 
alumni volunteers. He is responsible for all recruitment 
events, alumni events, updating alumni addresses , ex­
tending bids to prospective members, the chapter new' 
letter, and the Balanced Man Scholarship. Members � 
his cabinet may include the Recruitment Events Chair­
man, the Alumni Events Chairman, the Newsletter 
Director, and the Balanced Man Scholarship Chairman. 
�f' �().,'\_ - ((Ct� (� \) '·0� 
. . Vice President of Member Development: He is the 
man in charge of activities that affect the development 
of chapters members. He is responsible for finding 
facilitators, planning chapter retreats and enrichment 
programs (e.g., speakers program), coord inating expe· 
riential learning activities, and tracking individual ac:o­
demic records. Members of his cabinet include th� 
Chapter Retreat Director. Academic Chairman, Speaker 
Director and, in Balanced Man Project Chapters . the 
Chaplain. , . 
It is up 10 each member of the Executive Committee 
to determine how many positions he will need in his 
cabinet to fulfill his responsibilities. For example. the 
Vice President of Programming may determine he needs 
an Events Chairman co work with social events and 
another man to work specifically with Homecominf. 
Each of these chairmen may form his own committee to 
help with the details of the _various . events. The�e 
chairmen will report to the Vice Pr�s1dent who w ill 
update the chap ter at the weekly meeting as to how the 
responsibilities are being carried out . 
INTRAMURAL SPORTS SCHEDULE 
Eall Ieam SgQtl� 
Flag Football (M,W,CR) 
Soccer (M,W) 
W;;ill,,ball (CR) 
Horseshoes (M,W) 
Sand Volleyball (CR) 
Basketball (CR) 
Wiffteball (M,W) 
Bowling (M,W) 
Volleyball (M,W) 
FALL 2002 
A�c�Rt Eatcies E.otc" Deadlin� 
Wed 8/28 Tues 9/3 
Wed 8128 Tues 9/3 
Wed 9/4 Tues 9/10 
Wed 9/4 Tues 9/10 
Wed 9/11 Tues 9/17 
Wed 9/18 Tues 9/24 
Wed 10/9 Tues 10/15 
Wed 10/9 Tues 10/15 
Wed 10123 Tues 10/29 
Eall Singles/Doubles Tournaments 
Tennis Singles Fri 8/30 Fri 9/6 
Table Tennis Singles Fri 9/13 Fri 9/20 
Pickleball Doubles Fri 9127 Fri 10/4 
Racguetball Doubles Fri 10/11 Thurs 10/17 
Badminton Doubles Fri 10/25 Fri 11/1 
Eall SRe�ial EYents 
Soccer Shootout (M,W) Enter "on the spot" at event site 
Golf Pitching (M,W, CR) Fri 9/6 Fri 9/13 
Mini Golf (M, W, CR) Enter "on the spot" at event site 
Punt Pass & Kick {M, W, CR) Fri 9127 I Fri 10/4 
Cross CounttY Run (M,W) Enter "on the spot" at event site 
Pool Tournament {M, W, CR) Thurs 10/17 Tues 10/29 
3 Point Shootout {M, W, CR) Fri 11/1 Fri 11/8 
Powerlifting (M, W) Fri 11/15 Fri 12/6 
1 on 1 Basketball (M, W) Mon 1212 Fri 1210 
M•Mens Competition W•Womens Competltlon CR•CoRec Competition 0-0pen Competition 
(All datas and times are subject to change) 
Manager Information Meetings - Team Sports 
• All meetings are held in the upper conference room of the SRC. 
• All meetings are held on Wednesday evenings (see dates & times below) 
era,, Begin� 
Mon 9/9 
Wed 9/11 
Mon 9/16 
Mon 9/16 
Mon 9/23 
Mon 9/30 
Mon 10121 
Mon 10/21 
Mon 11/4 
Mon 9/9 
Mon 9/23 
Mon 1017 
M on 10/21 
Mon 11/4 
Wed 9/4 
Sat 9/14 
T0ues 9/17 
Sat 10/5 
Wed 10/16 
Wed 10/30 
Mon 11/11 
Sat 1217 
Tues 12/10 
Flag Football 9/4 - 4:00 & 4:30pm 
Soccer 9/4 - 5:00pm 
CoRec Wally ball 9/11 · - 4:30pm 
Horseshoes 9/11 - 4:00pm 
Wiffleball 10/16 - 4:00pm 
Volleyball 10/30 - 4:00 & 4:30pm 
CoRec Sand Volleyball - 9/18 - 4:00pm 
CoRec Basketball 9/25 - 4:00pm 
Bowling 10/16 - 5:00pm 
- All dates & times are subject to change. 
I I 
NAME 
Brian Churchil l  
Shawn Sobotelea 
Ryan Jacobs 
Adam Huhn 
Reid Ruprecht 
Jeremy Holzer 
Matt Holzer 
Adam Slowinski 
Upsilon Class Fall 2002 
ADDRESS 
352 Carmen Hall 
3 5 3 Carmen Hall 
966 Carmen Hall 
651 Carmen Hall 
24 Griffen U CT. 
1801 9th St. Apt 17 
1801 9th St. Apt 17 
968 Carmen 
Mike Scheller/Dustin Musenbrock Sig Ep house 103 
Anthony Mitchell Sig Ep house 111 
Brent Smith 49 Madison Ave. 
Nick Schneider Sig Ep house 205 
Chadd Munay 225 Polk 
Matt Hoyt 505 Taylor 
Adam Osborne 1511 Division St. 
Anthony Buscher 215 Douglas 
Tim Ehrenfeild 966 Carmen 
Rob Bohacik 1801 9th St. Apt. 7 
Brad Miller 1680 University Dr. 
Stewart Schutte 225 Polk 
Allen Tieri 201 Thomas 
PHONE# 
581-5324 
581-5323 
581-6172 
581-6106 
581-8092 
345-9502 
345-9502 
581-6175 
581-2115 
581-3072 
345-5686 
581-3518 
348- 6046 
581-2708 
348-8713 
581-2954 
581-6172 
345-9502 
Apt 2 348-6348 
348-6046 
581-3284 
SIG EP HOUSE 2103 12TH ST. 
Bodam, Jason 
Buatte, Jason 
Buishas, James 
DeRosa, Chris 
Estes, Seth 
Flanagan, Ryan 
Frisbee, Evan 
Gahan, Mike 
Gallagher, Mike 
Gray, T J 
Hausmann , Dan 
Hill, Jake 
Hoover, Keith 
Huhn, Bryan 
Johnson, Greg 
Klaus, Isaac 
Kranz, Nick 
Loquist, Brian 
Mark, Joe 
Meyer, Cole 
Ramsey , Kurt 
Settergren, Roy 
Smith, Sean 
Sparks, Ryan 
Staten, Stacey 
Ursetta, Vince 
Valenziano, Dan 
Wilkey, Jay 
1 110 6TH ST. 
Soucek, Tim 
Heisner, Tyson 
Miller, Justin 
1068 7TH ST. 
Freehill, Jeff 
Macko, Tynan 
Rella, David 
1020 HAYES 
Jasper, John 
Lauer, Joe 
Lukachik, Zach 
17 17 12TH ST. 
Beckett, Neil 
Daulby, Will 
208 SPE 
106 SPE 
205 SPE 
102 SPE 
109 SPE 
201 SPE 
201 SPE 
110 SPE 
204 SPE 
108 SPE 
109 SPE 
211 SPE 
107 SPE 
207 SPE 
105 SPE 
104 SPE 
102 SPE 
110 SPE 
1 11 SPE 
204 SPE 
212 SPE 
213 SPE 
206 SPE 
105 SPE 
112 SPE 
214 SPE 
2 1 0 SPE 
2 10SPE 
348 - 8452 
581-3916 
581-26 1 4 
581-3185 
581-2226 
581-2718 
581-3225 
581-3225 
581-2910 
581-3516 
581 -2715 
581-27 1 8 
581-5527 
581-2621 
581-3721 
581-2519 
581-2225 
581-2226 
581-2910 
581-3027 
581-3516 
581-5619 
581-5725 
581-3610 
581-2519 
581-3122 
581-5823 
581-5332 
581-5332 
Parkhill, Craig 
Perry , Kyle 
Stewart, Kyle 
348 - 6544 
Sullivan, Tim 
Walker, Andrew 
White, Russell 
348-1053 
Mahoney, Eddie 
Marion, Tony 
Young, Paul 
348 - 1896 
Lugge, Dean 
Rakers, Chris 
1020 7TH ST. 
DiGiulio, Nick 
Pietras, John 
1703 11TH ST. 
Panozzo, Adam 
R�QiijVi�hl B�an 
OUT OF HOUSE 
Clark, Kevin 
Engelmann , Justin 
Friesema, Jason 
Holmes, Matt 
Johnson, Scott 
Mccutcheon, Cambron 
Panozzo, Larry 
Pinaire, Nick 
Ruprecht, Reid 
Schroeder, Nate 
Schuttler, Mike 
Womack, Chris 
l '•, :<?v' .. "' - \ I...·"' ' \ .' -· 
Doc Eberly 
Shawn Ness 
345 - 0606 
Stanton, Tom 
345 - 1494 
Smaizys, Matt 
1513 2nd St. 
1031 7th St. 
1722 11th St. 
15159thSt. 
1603 Olive St. Apt. 1 
31 Giffin Ucourt 
1513 2nd St. 
31 Giffin Ucourt 
24 Giffin Ucourt 
1515 9th St. 
1513 2nd St. 
1044 1st St. 
f ·� �·� ::. f ...  \.�)\ .• \ 
1335 A St Apt 2 
345 - 3862 
345 - 9531 
345 - 3926 
345 - 7294 
345 - 0337 
581 - 8096 
345 - 3862 
581 - 8096 
581 - 8092 
345 - 7294 
345 - 3862 
246 - 6225 
' ' ' ?;·�";j. j L.1<-1 J.. 
345 - 1465 
345 - 9214 
Irnportant Due Dates 
Barn Dance $15 (pre-party for keg $8 for you 
And date )(beer tickets regular price) Sept. 26 
Intramural Shirts $9 Sept. 25 
Homecoming Gear $40 Sweatshirts - $27, Scrubs - $13 TBA 
Fall Dues $265 ASAP 
*Fall Dues pay Jason Friesma 345-3926. 
*Barn Dance Pay Justin Miller or Will Daulby 345 -5548 or 348-1896 
*Intramural Shirts Pay Seth Estes 5 81- 2718 Sig Ep house 103 
* Homecoming Gear Pay Drew Walker or Ty Macko 348-6544 
*Work on the float for 25 hours. Tuesday at 7:00 meet at the house to 
go. Rides provided. 
Any Questions call Jason at 5 81-2614 
#4 October 13 
#5 October 20 
#6 October 27 
#7 November 3 
#8 November 10 
- Test on Founders -Know all symbols and info discussed 
- Learn Symbols, Badge, Flag, etc - 55 Signatures 
- Test on Symbols, Badge, Flag, etc. -Be familiar with the Creed 
- Go over the Creed of Sigma Phi Epsilon and able to explain V, D, BL 
- V, D, BL 
- Test on Creed, etc. 
- Learn the Alphabet 
- Carlson Leadership Academy 
- Test on Alphabet, etc. 
- 75 Signatures 
- Know the Alphabet and about 
Carlson Leadership Academy. 
- 90 Signatures 
- I-Shirt Money 
- Class I-Shirts - ALL Signatures should be completed 
- Sweetheart Song 
Sig Ep Fun Week 
-1- 11111 - Serenades/Project 
-2- 11/12 - Go and Serenade, Continue work on project. 
-3 - 11/13 - Burning Heart 
-4- 11/14 - Continue work on project/ In House Ceremony 
-5- 11/15 - Phi Rite of Passage 
Enter the Phi Challenge 
The Week of: Agenda For Next �week 
#I September 22 - Sigma Rite of Passage (Sept.25) -Three Ring Binder 
- Membership Agreements -Know Exec/Standards 
- Go over Executive and Standards Boards -Yz Page on why you 
- Overview of Bylaws and Standards have decided to rush 
- Receive Sig Ep Covenant Sig Ep. 
- Receive Sigma Challenge Checklist -10 Signatures 
- Introductions 
- Briefly-> Dues, IMs, Sigs, Housing, Community Service, etc. 
#2 September 29 - Test on Exec/Standards -Know all about Zollinger 
#3 October 6 
- Visit from members of Exec/Standards House/Jenkens Lesson 
- Go over Zollinger House, Jenkens Lesson -3 Written Goals 
- Learn Anthem -Know Anthem 
- Briefly: Goals, No Hazing, Housing, etc. - 25 Signatures 
- Test on Zollinger/Jenkens, Anthem 
- Tum in Goals 
- Learn Founders, National & Illinois Nu 
- Learn History 
- Lifetime Responsibility Books 
- Briefly: Retreat 
-Know Founders, both 
of our Chapter and 
Nationally. 
-Know History discussed 
- 40 Signatures 
Sigma Phi Epsilon 
New Member Class 
Fall 2002 
Upsilon Class 
The beginning of a lifetime 
Responsibility of 
Brotherhood. 
y 
/o 1i 
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·CONSENSUAL SEX OR SEXUAL ASSAULT? ·-1,· 
Sexual harassment is words or actions of a sexual nature that continually or repeatedly annoy and/or 
disturb an individual. These words or actions make the victim feei anxiety, anger, or discomfort. 
Sexual assault or rape is a physical attack of a sexual nature. It includes, but is not limited to, date or 
acquaintance rape, stranger rape, and gang rape. It is a crime of aggression, dominance, and violence. 
Legal definitions of rape vary from state to state but, generally, it is defined as: 
Forced sex, against the will of the victim; and sex with a person who is unable to resist OR GIVE 
CONSENT due to the effects of alcohol or drugs. 
Allegations of rape have surfaced after: 
D Large, open parties, with no alcohol management where a stranger assaults a guest. 
D Cajoling or pressuring a date to have sex after she said no, especially if sexual contact takes place 
after she was under the influence of alcohol or drugs and, worse yet, not of legal drinking age. 
There are huge costs associated with these claims, both human and financial. 
< D Allegations alone can affect a person's reputatio�. 
D If criminal charges are filed, the dollars necessary for defense are large, and most attorneys must 
be paid "up front" before they will defend you. (SigEp's liability policy will not cover the 
defense or judgement in these situations.) 
D Sanctions can include time in prison. 
What the chapter should do: 
D Follow the "Smart Events" guidelines. 
D Parties should create an atmosphere that fosters respect for all individuals. 
D Recruit members who respect others as well as themselves. 
D Educate members on sexual assault/harassment awareness. 
D Educate members that alcohol will decrease inhibitions, not increase sex drive. 
D Hold individual members accountable for their actions. 
I 
What individuals should do: 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
If a member is thinking about having sex with someone but doesn't have the courage to discuss it 
with that person, then he shouldn't have sex. 
A member should not have sex with anyone who has not clearly said "yes" while sober. 
If a member has any doubts at all, then he should not have sex . 
Remember, ''NO" ALWAYS MEANS "NO." 
If a partner says "maybe," or "I'm not sure," assume "NO" is the answer. 
If a member is getting mixed signals, he should assume ''NO" is the answer. 
And, a member should be certain his partner is at least 18 years old. 
A final thought... Do you have the right to end a sexual encounter at any time during that encounter for 
any reason whatsoever? Of course you do! ·so why shouldn't your date have the same right? 
To My Grown-Up Son 
Alice E. Chase 
My hands were busy through the day, 
I didn't have much time to play 
The little games you asked me to. 
I didn't have much time for you. 
I'd wash your clothes, I'd sew and cook, 
But when you'd bring your picture book 
And ask me, please, to share your fun, 
I'd say, "A little later, Son." 
I'd tuck you in all safe at night, 
And hear your prayers, tum out the light, 
Then tiptoe softly to the door. 
I wish I'd stayed a minute more. 
For life is short, and years rush past, 
A little boy grows up so fast. 
No longer is he at your side. 
His precious secrets to confide. 
The picture books are put away, 
There are no children's games to play, 
No good-night kiss, no prayers to hear. 
That all belongs to yesteryear ... 
My hands once busy, now lie still. 
The days are long and hard to fill. 
I wish I might go back and do 
The little things you asked me to. 
" Real friends are those who, when you 've made a fool  of yourself, don't feel 
you 've done a permanent job."  
--U n kn own 
"Your com panions are l ike buttons on an e levator. They wi l l  e ither take you 
up or they wi l l  take you down . "  
--U n known 
" N oth ing opens the heart l ike a true friend , to whom you may i m part g riefs ,  
joys, fears ,  hopes . . . . a n d  whatever l ies u pon t h e  heart . "  
--Francis Bacon 
"A friend is  someone who al lows you distance but is  never fa r away."  
--Noah benShea 
"A real  friend is one who wal ks in  when the rest of the world wal ks o ut. " 
--Walter Winchel l  
"A friend l istens with the heart . "  
--U n kn own 
"The o n ly way to have a friend is to be one . "  
--Ralph Waldo Em ersom 
"A friend is  one to whom one may pour out a l l  the conte nts of one's heart ,  
chaff and g ra in  together, knowing that the gentlest of hands wi l l  take and sift 
it ,  keep what is  worth keeping and , with the breath of ki ndness,  b low the rest 
away. " 
--Arabian Proverb 
" Love considers the wel l-being of others as im portant as its own . "  
--U n known 
"A good friend remembers what we were and sees what we can be . "  
--Janette Oke 
" It is d ifficu lt to make others happy if you are not happy yourself. " 
--F .A. Steel  
" I  ca n l ive fo r two m onths on a good compl iment . " 
--M ark Twain  
"A friend is  o n e  with w h o m  y o u  are comfortable,  to w h o m  you are loya l ,  
through w h o m  y o u  are blessed,  and fo r whom y o u  are g ratefu l . "  
--Wi l l i a m  Arthur  Ward 
"What sunsh ine is to flowers , smi les a re to human ity. They are but trifles,  to 
be sure ;  but scattered a long l ife's pathway, the good they do is 
inconceivable . "  
--Joseph Addison 
Daring Greatly 
It is not the critic who counts, not the man who points out how the strong man 
stumbled or where the doer of deeds could have done better. 
The credit belongs to the man who is actually in the arena: whose face is  
marred by dust and sweat and blood, who strives valiantly, who errs and comes up 
short again and again, who knows the great enthusiasms, the great devotions, and 
spends himself in a worthy cause, who at best knows in the end the triumphs of high 
achievement, and who at the worst, if he fails, at least fails while daring greatly, so 
that his place shall never be with those cold and timid souls who know niether 
defeat nor victory. 
--President Theodore Roosevelt 
Winners take the time to work -- knowing that they cannot enjoy the view 
unless they climb the mountain. 
People are o�en unreasonable, 
illogical, and self-centered; 
forgive them anyway. 
If you are kind, people may accuse you 
of selfish, ulterior motives; 
be kind anyway. 
If you are successful, 
you will win some false friends 
and some true enemies; 
succeed anyway. 
If you are honest and frank, 
people may cheat you; 
· 
be honest and frank anyway. 
What you spend years building, 
someone could destroy overnight; 
build anyway. 
If you find serenity and happiness, 
they may be jealous; 
be happy anyway. 
The good you do today, 
people will o'{ten forget tomorrow; 
do good anyway. 
Give the world the best you have, 
and it may never be enough; 
give the world the best you've got anyway. 
You see, in the final analysis, · 
it is between you and God; · ·  · . 
It was never betwee.n you and them anyway. 
' i I 
-Mother Teresa of Calcutta 
' I 
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*ON KNmHNG WHO HAS WHAT :_ IT TAKES �0AND WHO DOESN ' T  
To : 
From : 
J esus , S on o f  Joseph 
Na z a reth , Gal il ee 
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Jo rdan Management · 'c6ns�i:'tarits · · · · ;· 
Jerusal em , I s ra e.1 .  , · · · : ' · ' •· ; > '; ·; · · � • •  : :  · 
Dear S ir ,  
Thank you for s ubmi t t i ng the re sumes o f  the twe lve men you 
hava p i cked for pos i t i ons in your new organ i z at i on . Al l o f  them 
have now taken our battery of tests ; and we have not only run the 
resul t s  through our compute r , but a l s o  arranged pers �na l inte rv i ews 
for e a ch o f  them with ou r p sych o l ogical and vocat i ona l a p t itude 
consultants . The p ro f i le s  of a l l  tests are enc l o s ed and you wi l l  
want t o  s tudy each o f  them care ful ly . 
I t  is the sta f f  op i!liori that most o f  your nom i nees are l ack i ng 
in background , educat ion and vocat ional apt i tude for the typ e o f 
enterpri s e . you are undertaking . . They do not have the t e am concept . 
We wou l d  recommend that _you cont inue your s earch for p e r s ons o f  
exp e r i en�e i n  managerial ab i l ity and p roven capac ity . 
-
S imon- Pete r  i s  emotiona l ly unstab l e  and given to f its o f  
t emp e r . Andrew has abs o lutely . no qual.i t i e s  o f  l eadership . - The two 
brothers., . James and John the SOnS · 0 �  .. Z �b edee L p l ac e personal 
interest - above-· company· l oyalty. Thoma s demonstrates u skept i c a l  
attitude that would tend - to -undermine mora l e . W e  feel that i t  i s  
our_- r e sp ons ibil ity t o  ihfonn'· you that Matthew h a s been b l a ckl i sted 
by the - Greater· Jerus a l em_ Better -Bus iness Bureau . _ _  Jame s , the son 
. o f_ Alphaeus·, _.,.·and. Thaddeus _ de f i n itely-- have radical leanings . 
Moreover ,  they both-rec]istere
_
d a-�igh score- on W mani c-depre s s ive 
scale . _ . . - _ - . 
_ . - ::- _ _ . · - _ _ 
one of · too -=-c?-Ildidates , :ti9wever � :shows great . p6te�t i a l . -He i s  
a_ mc�m o f  abi:tity ..:..an-d resour_ce�ulness ,- meets pe ople wel l ,_. h a s  a keen 
bus ines s . mind / · . �nd ha.s _ conta cts-· i n  h igh�pl aces- .  He 1s highly 
motivated, � itious and_ a s s ertive . · · We rec9mmen� Judes I s cariot 
a s  your conti:'Qll er . anCl- �ight-hand man . - - As to the other p ro f i l e s , 
we �elieve :that .-they· :_5i�e · �elf-:-_expla�atory . -
- We �fsh. --you ev:er/ SU<?.Cess �n you� _ new venture • 
. - . · -� --
S incerely ,_- _ _ _ 
- Jordan Manage_merit · Consul tan ts -
*Engi.neerl�g·· Mana�ment _s�eiety- News]. etter � I�sue 69 r · 
- - .· . - - - :: 
-
- -
- - ·  . .  - . - ' .... · .  -- - . - - . . -· 
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The Bridge Builder 
An old man, going a lone highway, 
Came at the evening, cold and gray, 
To a chasm, vast and deep and wide, 
Through which was flowing a sullen tide. 
The o Id man crossed in the twilight dim; 
But he turned when safe on the other side 
And built a bridge to span the tide. 
"Old man, " said a fellow pilgrim near, 
"You are wasting strength with building here; 
Your j ourney will end with .the ending day; 
You never again must pass this way; 
You have crossed the chasm, deep and wide-­
Why build you the bridge at the eventide?" 
The builder lifted his old gray head: 
"Good friend, in the path I have come, " he said, 
"There followeth after me today 
A youth whose feet must pass this way. 
This chasm that has been naught to me 
To that fair-haired youth may a pitfall be. 
He, too, must cross in the twilight dim; 
Good friend, I am building the bridge for him. " 
Will Allen Dromgoole 
Yea and Nea: On Being an Optimist Realist 
By Abraham Mulow 
Contributor'• note: When Abraham Maslow became famous in the 1960'• as a leader of humanlatic paycholoiY, he 
frequently found himself criticized for beint too optimistic-even a Pollyanna-about human nature and ita potential. 
Maslow never accepted such criticism u valid, and indeed, newed most .elC-proclaimed reallata u eiotlstically frua­
tr ated, even embittered former idealist. . In this unpublished article , written In October 1967, Maslow o1fered an 
explicit personal statement about this i .. ue. 
I do not accept the general tendency in our fashionable intellectual world of literary criticism, art 
and music ,  criticism , and political commentary. The general tone in this world of public writers and 
talkers is to stress h elplessness, anguish, and powerlessness. Their typical message is that no one 
can affect the world.  the government,  other people. or even the self. There are some individu als who 
are exceptions to my statement .  but they are few compared to the general tendency to be pessimistic . 
anguished,  whining , and self-pitying. 
I must confess that I just do not feel this way. I do n.Q1 feel helpless, manipulated , or hopeless. I 
feel myself to be my own boss. I feel active and self-directing. I have some say in determining my fate. 
And as I look back over my life.  I always h ave. 
For instance, I recently wrote a protest letter to my two United States Senators concerning the 
military take-over in Greece . If my letter does not in itself change our foreign policy, I do nQl.give up or 
declare that "It's no u se" or "Nobody listens to me" or "I've wasted my time. "  I have nQt wasted my 
time , I wou ld feel. I have done what one person among two hundred million people can do .  
Wh y  should I expect t o  determine American foreign policy all by myself? Wh y  should I expect a 
couple of letters to affect the whole hierarchy of government? Am I the only person in th e world? In 
the United St ates? Wouldn't such disillusionment and disappointment over the lack of response to my 
letters imply that I would then want to be dictator? To determine foreign policy all by myself'? To have 
my own way? How about other people and their opinions? 
I feel very democratic and realistic about this matter. There are many other people involved and 
they certainly have different opinions. I think it is eminently compatible with human d.tgn1ty-indeed. 
necessary for my own dignity-that I clearly have my say. But it is not necessary for my personal 
dignity that everybody agrees with me immediately or falls into place as soon as I give the word. 
I accept fully the democratic principle of being a "good loser" and a "good sport" about a polit ical 
decision made democratically. If I am outvoted. my way is to assume good will and honest intentions 
(until the evidence contradicts this view) . to swallow my disappointment or anger, to sh ake h ands and 
say "The voice of the people has spoken. " 
And then I will keep on trying to make my voice heard . or my arguments accepted. This is also a 
course within the democratic procedure . 
In another context, many people experience shock, disillusionment and hopelessness u pon learn­
ing that a trusted friend has behaved in a bad way. But this is the same kind of mistake-even a 
childish one-of demanding omnipotence.  omniscience . and in this case .  even an "X-ray"eye. 
I have learned to take for granted that many people with whom I'm close . or who charm me at first 
sight . or who look very noble to me , will slowly go downhill in my opinion as I get to know them better 
and watch them behave in a wider variety of situ ations. (Fortunately . this is not always true. Often 
enough , the more intimate and lengthy the relationship , the m2rt.J respect or love that person) . 
Shall I b ecome disillusioned if somebody with whom I casually chatted in our first meeting is 
subsequ ently revealed to be surprisingly foolish , inefficient . or malicious so that I become less 
charmed and respectful? Why should I expect to be a wizard, an all-seeing eye? Why should I expect 
to make infallible and unchangeable j udgments on the basis of a brief conversation? Of cou rse. one 
does not get to lmow a person well in a first contact . For my part, I keep in mind that first impressions 
are often less likely to be better than tenth impressions because people , understandably, generally 
seek to make a favorable impression upon first meeting. 
In short . I don't seek perfection in human nature.  To do so is a big mistake and a sure path 
toward disillusionment and unhappiness in life . 
• • • • • • • • • • * • • • • • • •  
Editor's note: INFOCHANGE I.a delighted to publish this article written by one of humanlatlc paycholoa'• ifeatest influ­
ences, Abraham Maslow. This la the first of a aeries of articles provided by Edward Hoffman, Mulow '• biovapber , wbo 
offered these manuscript. to Nels Goud, paat-Prcsident of AHEAD and INFOCHANGE Contributln( Editor. Hoffman, 
him.self trill be contributint articles in the future. 
A Gift of Peace 
(Vaughn & Walsh, 1 988). 
When you are with a brother 
you are learning what you are 
because you .ar.e teaching what you ar.e. 
He will respond either with pain or with joy, 
depending on which teacher you are following. 
He will be imprisoned or released according to your decision, 
and so will you. 
Never forget your responsibility to him, 
because it is your responsibility to yourself. (p. 66) 
• SigEps outside your chapter may want to help. Headquarters should coordinate the 
appropriate responses. 
Fol low-up: 
• Un iversity staff are usually available for member counsel ing and general 
assistance. Individual and group counsel ing is  strongly recommended fol lowing 
any cris is situation. 
• An Incident Report Form should be filled out and sent to Headquarters 
within 24 hours of the incident. 
CRJSIS MANAGEMENT 
IT CAN HAPPEN TO You . . .  
The preceding information has been devoted t o  the prevention o f  crises. Yet, w e  must b e  prepared to react quickly 
and effectively should a tragedy occur. 
Educate members before a crisis :  
• Review procedures in the membership development program .  The first priority should be the health 
and safety of each member, and the chapter in general.  All members must know who is in charge and be 
prepared to follow instructions. 
• The president should take charge of an emergency situation.  The president may, and perhaps should, 
consult with other members who possess more expe11ise or insight. The final decision, however, must rest 
with the president. 
• If the president is absent, the next ranked officer is in charge. All chapter officers should know where 
to find a copy of the chapter' s  emergency procedures. 
Initial steps: 
• The president (or next i n  line) takes charge. 
• Usually, first call  emergency n u mber(s), usual ly 9- 1 - 1 ,  so appropriate emergency personnel (police, fire, 
ambulance) can respond. 
• Close the ch apter ho use at once.  The president cannot give instructions and maintain control if 
members are leaving and strangers are entering.  Permit only your members and appropriate officials to 
enter. Assign one or more responsible members to calmly guard the door. 
• Notify your chapter counselor: 
Name: 
• Notify Headquarters-(804) 3 5 3 - 1 90 1---during business hours or the Sigma Phi Epsilon 24-hour crisis 
hot line-(800) 767- 1 90 1 -after business hours . A member of the Headquarters staff will contact you 
within 1 5  minutes .  
• Assemble yo ur members in a group (in case of fire, assemble outside, in front near the street). 
:::::> All should remain calm. 
:::::> Explain there is an emergency, but that it  is  under control .  
:::::> Remind members that only the president or chapter counselor can speak fo r  the Fraternity-members 
are not to speak to anyone about the crisis .  
:::::> Do not discuss details ,  speculate on events or otherwise elaborate on the situation. Often, litigation 
follows crisis.  Statements made could later be used in court. 
EDUCATE MEMBERS :  
• On sexual assault/harassment awareness 
• That alcohol will  decrease inhibitions, not i ncrease sex drive. 
Help change social norms, i . e . ,  rape j okes, sexist attitudes, condemn abuse of women. 
Hold individual members accountable for their actions.  
What individu als should d o :  
Communicate with each other about sex so that each party understands how the other feels. Remember, 
alcohol impedes communication.  (If you are thinking about having sex with someone but don 't  have the 
courage to discuss it  with her, then you shouldn ' t  have sex with her. ) 
Don't  have sex with anyone who has not clearly sai d "yes" to sexual contact while sober. 
If you have any doubts at all, then you shouldn ' t  have sex. 
• Remember, "NO" ALWAYS MEAN S  "NO . "  
• If a partner says "maybe," or "I ' m  not sure ,"  assume "NO" is the answer. 
• If you ' re gett ing mixed s ignals ,  e i ther ask what is meant or assume "NO" is the answer. 
And be certain your partner is at least 1 8  years old. 
Do you have the right to end a sexual  encounter at any time during that encounter for any reason 
whatsoever? Of c o u rse  you d o !  So why shouldn ' t  your d ate have the same right? 
Drugs associated with sex u a l  assault  or rap e :  
• Rohypnol  - Powerful sedative that comes i n  tablet form, and when dissolved in a drink, it is 
tasteless,  odorless ,  and colorless .  
• GHB - S ynthetic drug found in a clear liquid form, and when mixed in a drink, it also is 
odorless and colorless .  B ut, GHB may have a slightly salty taste to it. GHB acts quickly and 
may cause dizziness,  nausea, vomiting, seizures , respiratory depression, intense drowsiness, 
unconsciousness,  coma, and death. 
• Special K (Keta m i n e  Hydrochloride) - A legal drug sold as a veterinary sedative or hospital 
grade anesthesia .  When used in humans,  the drug acts as a dissociative anesthesia; it renders the 
user vaguely aware ot: but comfortably detached from, all bodily sensations. It is an off-white 
powder, but in di luted fo1111, it looks like s l ightly cloudy water. 
These types of drugs,  which are used to facilitate sexual assaults, are an increasing problem on college 
campuses. Without the vict i m ' s  knowledge, these drugs are s l ipped into their drinks . As a result, the 
victim becomes incapacitate d  and may even lose consci ousness . Then, the victim is sexually assaulted. 
The combination of these  drugs with ALCOHOL can be lethal ! 
Be aware of these dangerous drugs and keep them out of the chapter facility or any event associated with 
the Fraternity. 
IS IT CONSENSUAL SEX • • .  OR SEXUAL ASSAULT? 
Sexual harassment is words or actions of a sexual nature that continually or repeatedly annoy and/or 
disturb an indiv idual . These words or actions make the victim feel anxiety, anger, or discomfort. 
Sexual assault or rape is a physical attack of a sexual nature . It  includes,  but is not limited to, date or 
acquaintance rape,  stranger rape,  and gang rap e .  It is a crime of aggression, dominance, and violence. 
Legal definitions of rape vary from state to state b ut, generally, i t  i s  defined as : 
Forced sex, against the will  of the victim; and sex with a person who is 
unab l e  to res ist  OR GIVE CON SENT due to the effects of alcohol or 
drugs, or who gives perceived consent while intoxicated. 
Allegations of rape have s u rfaced afte r :  
• Large, open parties,  with no alcohol  management where a stranger assaults a guest. 
• Caj oling or pressuring a date to have sex after she said no, especially if sexual contact takes place 
after she was under the influence of alcohol or drugs and, worse yet, not of legal drinking age. 
• Member and guest (both intoxi cated) have sex that only one person perceived consensual. A 
person is not  able to l egal ly give consent i f  they are too drunk or high. 
There are huge costs  associated with these claims,  both human and financial. 
• Al legations alone can affect a perso n ' s  reputat ion .  
• If criminal  charges are fi l ed, the d o l l ars n ecessary for defense are large, and most attorneys must 
be paid "up front"  before they w i l l  defend you.  (The Fratern i ty ' s liability policy will not pay for 
defense or any j udgments aga inst  an indiv idual perpetrator. ) 
• Sanctions can i n c l ude t ime i n  pri s o n .  
• Membership may be terminated and education d isrupted. 
• Pain and emotional  trauma suffered by vict im and accused. 
What the chapter s h o u ld d o :  
Follow the " S m a r t  Events" guidel ine s .  
• Parties should create an atmosphere that fosters respect for all individuals.  
• Make s ure the chapter house i s  a safe place for your members and guests. 
Recruit members who respect others as wel l  as themselves.  
• Men who h o l d  adversaria l  views o f  women are more l ikely to rape.  
• Alcohol exaggerates the mood one is in. If you are depressed when you start drinking, you'll get 
more depressed; if you ' re angry, you ' ll get angrier, etc. 
• Alcohol will decrease your inhibitions; it will not increase your sex drive. 
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• Do the proper campus officials h ave to be notified? 
• How will the activity affect your neighbor relations? Have you alerted your neighbors that a party 
will be taking place? 
• Do you have a clean-up team for after the function? Will the team clean your neighbors ' properties 
first? 
• Will any state laws (e .g . ,  underage drinking) or city ordinances (e.g. ,  noise violations) be violated? 
(If you answer yes, you need to change your plans.)  
• What safeguards have you imp lemented to prevent these laws/ordinances from being violated? 
• Are your officers and members fami l iar with the chapter' s  crisis management procedures? 
• Could you convince a "j ury of your peers" that your event was not potentially dangerous? 
• Never serve or allow alcohol use wi th no alcohol controls in place. 
• Never serve a lcohol  to any ind ivid ual  who is already intoxicated. 
• Never serve alcohol  to minors . 
In the event a chapter is in terested i n  host ing an event that falls outside the scope of Sigma Phi Epsilon' s  
policies, the chapter must contact the D i rector o f  R i s k  M anagement at Headquarters t o  discuss obtaining 
SPECIAL EVENT COVERAGE. A special  event presents a greater l iability exposure on the Fraternity and 
requires an addit ional i nsurance coverage . 
WHAT IS A SPEClAL EVENT? 
• Any sponsored athletic event, inc luding phi lanthropies, other than university-organized intramurals. 
• Any event where alcohol will  be present and the attendance exceeds three times the membership. 
• Concerts and/or musical  festivals be ing sponsored by a local chapter. 
Please contact Kathy J olmston at Headq uatiers, extension 332 ,  at least 60 days in advance to get 
information on plan n i ng guidel ines and obtain ing special event coverage. 
FOR MORE DETAILED lNFORMA TION REGARDIN G RISK MANAGEMENT GUIDELINES, 
you may go to the S igEp website, www.sigep.org, and/or the website of SigEp ' s  insurance broker, 
Hobbs Group/Kirkl in & Co. ,  LLC, www. kirklin. com. 
ALCOHOL POISONING 
Should you be involved with someone who has had "too much," you should know: 
• Alcohol is a depressant.  Its use s lows down many functions of the body. This slowing 
down can lead to "passing out" and unconsciousness .  Vital organs (heart and lungs) can be 
slowed to the point of stopping. 
• The body only oxidizes a b o u t  o n e  ounce (approximately one drink) of alcohol an hour. 
If you drink too fast, you may pass out, but your body will still be metabolizing all the 
alcohol-which will continue to affect your organs and brain. 
• Most people who die  from alcohol cons u mp tion die from asphyxia. They suffocate on 
vomit, or their tongue blocks the a irway because they are laying on their back. 
• Life-threatening intoxication is more common from drinking hard liquor. The alcohol 
in beer and wine is l ess concentrated, but st i l l  can create life-threatening situations. 
If someone is passed out :  
• Never leave them alone.  Leave o n l y  to ca l l  emergency services, if necessary. 
• Try to wake up a passed-o u t  pers o n .  Cal l  their name, pinch their skin-they should react. 
• Monitor their  breathing.  ls it regu l ar? 
• Turn them on their  s ide-Thi s helps a i rways stay open if they get sick and vomit, and helps 
prevent the tongue from blocking the a irway. 
Get medical help i f:  
• They c a n ' t  walk, talk, o r  resp o n d .  
• Skin is cold,  clam my, pale o r  b l u i s h  (especially fi ngernails,  lips, gums). 
• Breathing is slow, shallow, or irregular.  
• Eyes are d u l l  a n d  bleary/n o t  focused .  
And remember: 
• If in do ubt, call  for help . If you think you couldn't  live with yourself if you got your friend in 
trouble for drinking, do you think you can I ive with yourself if he/she dies and you could have done 
something? 
• The only thing that  will  sober a d ru n k  p erson is time. 
of only one beverage at a time. The hosting organization(s) is responsible for 
monitoring the party to make s ure no one is drinking without a wristband. 
� Ending Times and Alcohol Checkout - All parties should have a designated ending 
time. Thirty minutes before the designated ending time, an announcement must be 
made to the effect that the bar will  be closing and that persons must start removing their 
beverages from the bar. D uring this time, all remaining tickets will be cashed in, and 
all drinking will cease by the designated ending time . All alcohol belonging to 
individuals must be removed at this time. If anyone wishes to leave the party prior to 
the designated ending time, that person may cash in his/her remaining tickets for the 
rest of his/her al cohol, and must i nunediately leave the patty. 
• MONEY CANNOT B E  C O L L E C T E D  AT T H E  DOOR FOR ALCOHOL AT A CHAPTER 
FUNCT I ON . Guests of l egal drinking age who choose to consume alcohol must purchase it 
through a th ird-arty vendor or use the BYOB method. 
• ALL C HA PTER F U NCTIONS M U S T  C OMPLY WITH ALL CAMPUS, LOCAL, STATE, 
AND NA T I  ON AL LAWS. 
Recommended actions : 
• SET A START I N G  AND END I N G  T I M E .  Guideline : four hours 
• RESTRI CT/PARTI T I ON T H E  PARTY AREA TO M E ET FIRE AND SAFETY CODES 
(occupancy l i mits ,  etc .)-BOTH INDOORS AND OUT. In this way, you can control the crowd, 
identify problems as they develop, etc. Have o n e  entry into the party so uninvited guests cannot 
gain access without your !mow ledge.  
• SERVE FRE E F O O D  ( low sal t ,  h igh  protein) AN D NON-ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES. 
Other considerations for social  functions : 
An invitation to your function should  be an honor. 
• Distinguish your ch apter; i nvest your social funds in outstanding entertainment, food, and 
decorations .  
• If a function is he ld  away from the chapter house, rent a bus or arrange transportation with 
professional drivers. N O  ON E S HOULD DRIVE IF THEY HA VE HAD AN ALCOHOLIC 
DRINK. 
• Hold "dry" parties that emphasize a theme or event. 
• Do not promote alcohol as the center of the patty or allow members or guests to engage in drinking 
gain es.  
• Respect an individual ' s  right not to drink. 
• Inspect the location prior to a party for potential hazards.  
• Discourage "road trips . "  
"SMART EVENT" PLANNING 
At any chapter function,  a safe environment must be created for your members and guests . If anyone is 
hurt or property da maged in  relation to a ch apter event, there is a good chance that claims for 
compensation will be made against  the chapter and the i ndividuals involved with planning and 
monitoring the event. The more s erio us  the damages or inj uries, the more intense the pursuit of 
compensation. 
All functions should comply with S i gma Phi Epsi lon ' s event planning policies and the "Statement on 
Chapter & Individual  Responsibility," as well as all campus, local, state, and national laws. 
Our policies state : 
• HA VE CLO S E D  PARTI E S .  All chapter social events must be CLOSED which means guests 
should receive a personal, one-to-one invitation, where not more than one other group is invited, 
where mass advert is ing is not  used, and where the total attendance is no greater than THREE 
TIMES CHA PTER SIZE. If you partner with another fraternity or sorority to plan a party, the 
attendance guideline does not change. It remains at no greater than three times chapter size. Open 
parties are diffi cult to manage safely. For larger or special-type events, see the "Special Event 
Coverage" secti o n .  
• USE GUE ST L I ST S .  Guest l i sts must be prepared 24 hours in advance.  By inviting strangers to 
your function,  you could be i nvit ing trouble i nto your home. No signing in at the door. Every 
person allowed to enter the event must be on the guest l ist (both men and women) . It is important to 
know who is i n  attendance at a chapter funct ion.  
• HIRE P RO F E S S I ONAL S E C URITY to make sure that only those members and guests 2 1 -
YEARS-OLD A N D  O L D E R  have and consume alcohol It is against the law to serve minors 
alcohol. It is better for a th ird party (other than chapter members) to handle these responsibilities . 
The hired security wil l  check identifications, oversee the use of wrist bands or other means of 
identifying both m inors and those who can legally drink. Sources to contact for professional 
security are off-duty police or a professional security service.  
• HIRE L I C E N S E D  AND I N S URED T H I RD-PARTY VENDORS. These entities are trained 
and experienced in sel l ing and serving alcohol in accord with state and local laws. Require that the 
vendor handle the following responsibil ities :  check identification, make decisions about whom to 
serve and when not to serve guests, maintain control of alcoholic containers present, collect and 
remove rem a i n i n g  alcohol at the end of the function. 
• "BRING YO U R  OWN B E VE RAGE" (BYOB) SYSTEM. Should a person of legal age choose 
to consume a lcohol, he may bring h i s  own alcohol to a function provided he follows the BYOB 
procedures in p l ace prohibit ing access to minors. A member or guest of legal age is limited to one 
six-pack of 1 2 -ounce beer c ans or 750  m i lli liters of wine. Spirits and liquor are not permitted. NO 
GLASS containers a l lowed. 
� Suggested Procedures for BYOB Patiies - Once a person of legal drinking age with 
alcoho l  has entered the paiiy and obtained a wristband, he/she will immediately take 
the alcohol  to the bar (have a s ingle bar area with attendants of legal drinking age) and 
exchange it for the proper amount and type of t ickets (e . g.,  a six-pack of beer for six 
tickets designated for that brand of beer) .  A person may receive and be in possession 
• Conducts and participates in chapter meetings on risk management. All chapters are required to 
certify that one of these meetings i s  held each September as adopted by the 1 99 1  Grand Chapter 
Conclave. Risk management policies must be reviewed with every new member. 
• Circulates copies of national policies and other brochures, aiiicles, or risk management developments 
to all memb ers . Each undergraduate member should understand how individual actions showing poor 
judgment can jeopardize the future existence of the chapter and S igma Phi Epsilon. 
• Schedules periodic speakers for the chapter: 
� Trial attorneys 
� Headquatiers staff/volunteers 
� Local fire chief or commissioner, police officers 
� Emergency room personnel 
� Women ' s  center representative 
� Claim/insurance professionals 
� University staff 
• Determines which officers or chairmen will help monitor and enforce risk management policies .  
Communicates how violations will  be addressed. 
• Coordinates implementation of standards committee .  
Individual Members 
• Understand and abide by the "Statement on Chapter & Individual Responsibil ity ."  
• Take indivi dual respon s i b i li ty for the i r  act ions;  understand that the future existence of the chapter and 
Sigma Phi Eps i lon Fratern i ty depends on their common sense and good j udgment. 
• Know their role if there is a cris is .  See "Cris is  Management" procedures .  
• Complete Membership and Lease Agreements. 
House Manager 
• Conducts inspect i ons of bui lding and grounds and makes a plan to correct any deficiencies. See 
"Chapter House Self- I n spection" at www. sigep. org. 
• Plans and implements fire drills ,  including procedures to account for all members after a chapter 
house evacuation. 
• Works with chapter officers, volunteers, and campus officials to see that operations comply with 
health, fire , and building codes .  Keeping a neat and orderly house is essential.  
• Suggests capital i mprovements . 
RISK MANAGEMENT - AN EXPECTATION OF MEMBERSHIP 
Risk management is conducting chapter life in a manner which exhibits care and concern for the safety 
and well-being of members, guests, and the community around you. Members must take personal 
responsibility for their actions to help ensure the safety of others . The intent of risk management 
education is not to prevent the chapter from having fun, but it is to help the chapter reduce risks while 
having fun. Risk management tools help you stop problems before they occur. 
Risk is  something that has to be managed or controlled; it  cannot be eliminated .  You have accepted the 
important responsibi l i ty of being an officer of your chapter. As an officer, you must help your chapter 
understand how important it is for every member to be concerned with risk management. Everyone must 
use good common sense and take steps to manage the risks that are inherent in chapter operations.  The 
following list gives chapter officers suggestions on handling risk management in a team approach fashion. 
Chapter President 
• Sees that chapter bylaws incorporate the "Statement on Chapter & Individual Responsibility ." 
• Ensures the chapter understands and complies with the "Statement on Chapter & Individual 
Responsibility. "  Responsible for returning signed, non-hazing statement to Headquarters in a timely 
manner. 
• Oversees the deve l opment, implementation, and enforcement of risk management policies and 
procedures. 
� Makes certain S i g Ep ' s  policies are reviewed w ith the members in September and January. 
� Works with the events chairman to make certain chapter social events comply with risk 
management pol ic ies  and procedures, paying special attention to alcohol control .  
� Assists the house manager, if applicable, with his risk management recommendations . 
• Takes the "lead" i n  any chapter cris is .  Please refer to the "Cri sis Management" section. 
Events Chairman 
• Understands and abides by the " Statement on Chapter & Individual Responsibility," in planning 
social functions . 
• Completes "special  event planning checklist" prior to every function. 
• D iscusses unique special events with Director of Risk Management at Headquarters . These events 
require a special event coverage policy in addition to the Fraternity' s  l iability coverage.  
• Assures that no chapter funds are collected or solicited from members or guests for the purchase of 
alcohol .  
• Uses guest lists and follows the third-party vendor guidelines .  
Chapter 
• KEEPS A NEAT AND ORDERLY HOUSE. Good housekeeping reduces the possibility of injuries 
and fire . 
A LCO H O L  & D R UG E X C L U S I O N  
I t  is  understood and agreed the G en eral  L i a b i l i ty Po l i cy i s  amended as fol lows : 
Liab i l ity cov e rage and defense co verage a fforded by t h i s  po l i cy does not  appl y  to any 
member(s) o r  new membcr(s)  who : 
• p urchases  a l co h o l  w i t h  c h a pter funds ;  
• sel ls  a l c o ho l ;  or 
• possess e s , s e l l s , or uses i l l ega l drugs . 
Th is exc l us i o n ap p l i es to any c l a i m  a l l eg ing l i a b i l i ty  resu l t i n g  from, or involving,  the 
aforemen t i on ed act ions .  T h i s  exc l u s i o n  docs not app ly  to those i n s ureds who do not 
part i c ipa te in the excl uded act ion .  
SIGMA PHI EPSILON FRATERNITY 
GENERAL LIABILITY POLICY EXCLUSIONS 
SigEp has liability insurance to protect its members and volunteers while acting within the scope of their 
membership. Criminal or illegal acts are not an insurable risk and are certainly outside the scope of 
fraternity membership . 
In 1 997, specific wording was endorsed or added to our general liability policy to both emphasize and 
clarify some behaviors that are not condoned and will not be tolerated. Members and volunteers should 
bear the financial burden of their personal decisions to break the law. Remember, however, that all 
known illegal behavior wil l  be excluded from coverage, not j ust the four listed below. 
SEXUAL ABUSE OR ASSAULT EXC LUSION 
It is understood and agreed the General L i ability Policy is amended as follows : 
Liability coverage and defense coverage afforded by this policy shall not apply to any 
person(s) who directly causes or perpetrates sexual abuse or assault toward any person. 
This exclusion applies to any claim alleging liability resulting from, or involving, the 
aforementioned actions. This exclusion does not apply to those insureds who do not 
directly cause,  or perpetrate, the excluded action. 
HAZING EXCLUSION 
It is understood and agreed the General Liabi l ity Policy is amended as follows : 
Liability coverage and defense coverage afforded by th is  policy shall not apply to any 
person(s) who d irectly perpetrates hazing toward any person. This exclusion applies to 
any claim alleging l iabil ity resulting from, or involving, the aforementioned actions. This 
exclusion does not apply to those insureds who do not directly perpetrate the excluded 
action. 
ASSAULT & BATTERY EXCLUSION 
It is  understood and agreed the General L iability Policy is amended as follows : 
Liability coverage and defense coverage afforded by th is  policy shall not apply to any 
person(s) who directly inflicts assault or battery upon any other person. This exclusion 
applies to any claim alleging liability resulting from, or involving, the aforementioned 
actions . The exclusion does not apply to those insureds who do not directly inflict the 
excluded action. 
Member Development 
The principles of Sigma Phi Epsilon and those of a chapter and its members are based on high ethical 
and moral behavior, and the expression of respect and care for self and others. 
Therefore, hazing has no place in Sigma Phi Epsilon. Hazing is a criminal act in most states. Hazing 
activities are defined as : 
"Any action taken or situation created, whether on or off fraternity 
premises, to produce mental or physical discomfort, embarrass­
ment, harassment, or ridicule. Such activities may include, but are 
not limited to, the following: use of alcohol; paddling in any form; 
creation of excessive fatigue; physical and psychological shocks; 
morally degrading or humiliating games and activities; late work 
sessions which interfere with scholastic activities ; and any other 
activities which are not consistent with fraternal law or ritual, the 
regulations and policies of the educational institution or applicable 
local, state, or federal law."  
Fire, Health & Safety 
To better ensure the safety of its members and guests, each chapter should strive to meet the 
following expectations : 
1 .  Comply with a l l  local fire and health codes. 
2. Post emergency mm1bers for fire, pol ice, and ambulance beside all common 
phones .  Also  post evacuation routes from chapter facilities in the common 
areas and on the back of each s leeping room door. 
3 .  Comply with engineering recommendations a s  reported by the insurance 
company. 
4. Keep a neat and orderly house.  Good housekeeping is essential. 
Education 
Each student member, as part of his regular fraternity education experience, shall be educated about, 
and reminded of, h i s  responsibi l i t ies as a member of Sigma Phi Epsilon. 
SIGMA PHI EPSILON FRATERNITY 
STATEMENT ON CHAPTER & INDIVIDUAL 
RESPONSIBILITY 
This statement embodies the values and expectations of Sigma Phi Epsilon Fraternity for all fraternity 
entities and membership categories, including alLUnni and volunteers. 
Respect & Care for Self & Others 
The Fraternity will operate in such a manner as to exhibit respect, care, and concern. The Fraternity 
abhors any form of sexually abusive behavior collectively or by an individual, be it physical, mental, 
or emotional in nature . Neither a Sigma Phi Epsilon Chapter nor any member thereof should 
encourage, suppo1i, or participate in any action which in any manner demeans, belittles, or damages 
another person. 
Alcohol & Drugs 
1 .  The possession and/or use of alcoholic beverages while participating in any fraternity event, or in 
any situation sponsored or endorsed by the chapter, will be consistent with all campus, city, 
county, state laws, and all the policies of the Fraternity. Every chapter event must ensure that no 
alcohol can be consLUned by minors . 
2 .  The direct or indirect purchase of alcoholic beverages b y  the chapter using chapter funds o r  by 
any member on behalf of the chapter or through any type of fund is against Sigma Phi Epsilon' s  
risk management policies. The purchase and/or u s e  of a bulk quantity of alcoholic beverages 
(i .e . ,  kegs or case(s) of beer/wine) is prohib ited. 
3 .  There wil l  b e  n o  possession, use, and/or sale o f  i l legal drugs or controlled substances at any 
chapter faci l i ty,  fraternity event, or any event which wou ld be associated with the Fraternity. 
4. No chapter should associate the Fraternity's name with any event sponsored by an alcohol 
distributor, charitable organization, or tavern (tavern defined as an establishment generating more 
than half of annual gross sales from alcohol) where a l cohol is given away, sold, or otherwise 
provided to those present. 
5 .  N o  chapter should co-sponsor o r  co-finance a function where alcohol i s  purchased by any o f  the 
host chapters , groups, or organizations . 
6. There should never be any alcohol available during membership recruitment activities. 
7. Open p arties, meaning those with unrestricted access by non-members, are not in the best interest 
of the chapter or the Fraternity and should not occur. 
8 .  No brother o r  new member should condone, tolerate, encourage, o r  participate i n  the abuse of 
alcohol. 
9. There should never be any alcohol available during any membership education program/event. 
Failure to comply with these guidelines will result in disciplinary action including revocation of the 
chapter' s  charter. Additionally, failure to follow these guidelines could j eopardize a chapter' s  (or 
individual member ' s) general liability insurance coverage. 
Please Hear What I Am Not Saying 
Do not be fooled by me. 
Do not be fooled by the face I wear. 
For I wear a mask, I wear a thousand masks, 
masks that I am afraid to take off, 
and none of them are me. 
Pretending is an art that is second nature with me, 
but do not be fooled, for God's sake, do not be fooled. 
I give you the impression that I am secure, 
that all is sunny and unruffied with me, 
within as well as without, 
that confidence is my name and coolness my game, 
that the water is calm and I am in command, 
and that I need no one. 
But do not believe me. 
Please. 
My surface may seem smooth, but my surface is a mask, 
My ever-varying and every-concealing mask. 
Beneath lies no smugness, no· complacence. 
Beneath swells the teal me in -confusion, in fear, in aloneness. 
But I hide this. · 
I do not want anybody to know it. 
I panic at the thought of my weakness and fear being exposed. 
That is why I frantically create a mask to hide behind, 
a nonchalant, sophisticated facade, to help me pretend, 
to shield me from the glance that knows. . 
But such a glance is precisely my salvation. My only salvation. 
And I know it. 
That is, if it is followed by acceptance, if it is followed by love. 
It is the only thing that can liberate me, from myself, 
kftom my own self-built prison wall� 
from the barriers· that I so painstakingly erect. 
It is the only thing that will assure me of what I cannot assure myself, 
that I am really worth something. 
But I do not tell you this, I do not dare. I am afraid to! 
I am afraid you will think less of me, that you will laugh, 
and your laugh would kill me� 
I am afraid that deep down lam nothing, that lam just no good, 
and that you will see this and reject me. 
So I play my game, my desparate pretending game, 
with a facade of assutance without; and a trembling child within. 
And so begins a parade of masks, 
the glittering but empty parade of masks. 
And my life becomes a·front. · 
I idly chatter to yoli in the suave tones of surface talk. 
I tell you eVerything that is really nOtbing, . . 
and nothing of what is everything, of what is crying within me. 
So when I am going through my routine do not be fooled by what I am saying. 
. . , I  ; . .  ' . · 
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· B E  H ERE TODAY 
LOO K  TO TH I S  DAY, 
FO R YESTE RDAY I S  ALREADY A D R EAM 
AN D TO M O R R OW O N LY A VI S I O N  
B UT TODAY 
WELL LI VED,  MAKES EVERY 
YESTERDAY A D REAM OF 
HAP P I N ESS AN D EVERY TOMORROW 
A V I S I O N  OF HOPE . 
LOO K  WELL 
TH EREFORE TO 
TH I S  DAY. 
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A Father's 
Instructions for Life 
Condensetlfrom " l .t n: 's  Llnu: I NSTKU< :TION l\<><>K- . 
H . JACl\SON l\ROWN, .J K. 
Y 
EAns AGo, I n·ad that it was t hr.: n·sponsil>i l i 1y nf 
·pa rents not to pave 1hc road fi 1r their d1iltln·n. ,,·ur 
to provide a road map. So, as my sun, Atl:un,  pre­
pared to leave for college, I jotted clown a tl:w wnrds of 
counsd and put thl·m in a dime-store hinder. Alit.·r his 
mother and 1 ha<l hel p ed him move int o  his tlurm. I pre­
sented him with the bound pages. 
A few days later, Adam called me. "Dad," he said, 
"the book is one of the best gifts I 've ever rcccivctl. I 'm 
going to add to it an<l someday give it to my son." Ev- . cry. once in a while l ife hands you a moment so precious, 
so overwhelming, that you almost glow. I had jma ,expe­
rienced one. 
Here are the words I gave him. 
Compliment three peoplt� t�uch t l ay. 
Watch u sun ris1! a l  lcnsl o nct! u y1•ar. 
Overl i p  l i rca k fnsl w u i l rt�i:>scs . 
Loo k  pt�oplt! in  l l rn eye . 
Say " t h a nk you" n l o l . 
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S a y  "ple•asc" a lot . 
Li ve l wrwa t h  your mean s .  
Bu y w h a tever k i ds nr:c 
sel l i ng un ca rd tuhlc.�s m 
t l ir i r fron t  yu rt ls . 
Tren t  e•vt•ryunt� you meet us 
you w a n t  to lw t rt•a tct l . 
Don a t e  two p i n t s  
o f  l i loml every yem r. 
M u k c  m�w fri e•ncls  h u t  
clw rish t he ol c l  o nes . 
Kc•t•p st•crct s .  
Don ' t  wustc time learnin-g 
the " t ric ·ks o f  the tratle ."  
l nsl t!a t l , learn t h e  trutle . 
A c l m i t yon r  m i!1t u k t•ii .  
Ile hra \·e .  Evt•n i f  you ' re not,  
p rt'lt• 1 1tl  to  l i t� .  
No one e ·a n tt· l l  t he d i fference. 
Chnns1• n c h a r i t y  i n  your 
t•om m u n i t y  a n d  support it  
gr· nero n s l y  wi t h  you r 
t i m r  mul 1 1 10 1 1ey. 
H r u c l  t l w  ll i l l  of High ts . 
Use• l ' l'l ' c l i t  ca r c l s  o n l y for 
t•onvt• n i l' tH't' ,  l l l ' \'t �r fo r c n• e l i t .  
. · ·-�- - - - - ---- - · -- ·  . .  - ---- - - -- ·- . .  
Never chea t .  
Give you rself u year a n d  reatl 
the Il ih lc cover t o  cover. 
Learn to l isten . Opportun i t y  
some�imcs knocks very softl y. 
Never deprive someone of  hope ; 
it migh t  be all he or she has.  
Pray not for things , but fo r  
wisdom and cou rage . · 
Never take action when 
you' re angry. 
Have good posture .  
Enter a rpom with purpose 
anti ·confidence�. 
Don't  t l iiieuss husiness in  eleva tors .  
Yt\U never k n o w  who 
may overhear y o u .  
Never pay for wo rk befo re 
i t 's completed . 
De willing lo lose a b a t tle  
in  o rtlcr to win the w a r. 
Don ' t  gossip . 
Dcw a re of the person who 
has nothing to lose . 
W h e n  fac i n g  a c l i ffi cu l t  t a s k , 
a d  a s  t h o u gh i t  i s  
i m poss ible lo fa i l .  I f  y o u '  re 
goin g  u fte r M nhy Dic k ,  
t ake a long t h e  t u r t u r  s a u ce : .  
Don't  sprciul y o u rsel f too t h i n .  
Lea rn t o  s a y  n o  
poli tely a n ti 1 p1 ickly .  
D o n ' t  expect  l i fe to  l i e :  fa i 1'. 
; 
Never urnlcresl imule t l w 
power o f  fo rgi veness . 
l n s te:iul o f  mii ng t h e  w o n  I 
problem , try suhs t i t u t i u g  
t h e  word opport tmity. 
Never \Va l k  o u t  0 1 1  
a q u a rrel w i t h  your w i fo .  
Rega rd i n g  fu r n i t u re a n t i  clo t hes :  
i f  y o u  t h i n k  y o u  ' I I  b e  usi ng t hem 
five yea rs o r  l o 1 1 gc r, huy tht• lwsl 
you c a n  a fford.  
Br. hol t l  ant i  cou rugco u s .  
When yo u l o o k  hack 
o n  you r l i fe ,  y o u ' l l  regret 
t he t h i n gs y o u  c l i d n ' t  1 1 0  
n1orc t h a n t l w  o n e i;  y o u  1 l i e l .  
For�cl  com m i t t er:s . New, n o h l e ,  
world-c h a n :.;i n g  i c lea s a l wa y s  ronie 
from o n e  person wo r k i n g  a l o 1 1 1 : .  
S t reet  m us i c i a n s  a rc a t rcas1 1 rt : .  
S t o p  f o r  a 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 e n t  u n t l  l i s l r 1 1 ; 
then lea ve a s m a l l  d o n a t io n . 
\Vlwn fa1·t• e l  w i t h  a serio1 1s  
hea l t h  p rnhlcm , �ct a t  least  t h ree 
1 1 1 1· 1 l ic a l  o p i n i o n s .  
Wage: w a r  a :.;a i n11t  l i t k ring .  
Aft e :r  c1 1 1 : 1 1 1 1 1 1 t c r i n g  i n ferior  
!l c r v i c:c,  fooc l or p rod uct!! ,  
h ri ng i t  l o  t h e  attent ion  
o f  t lu: J l l 'nmn i n  cha rge . 
Gooc l  1 1 1 a n a g1• rs w i l l  
u p p r1•1· i a t 1 • k n owi ng. 
Don ' t  1 1 1·ocruii t i n u l t • .  
Oo w h a t- t l l 'c c ls  d o i n g  w lw1 1 
i t  ncccls t o  l ie  t lonc.  
Get you r p r i 1 1 ri t i 1 :s st rn igh t .  
N o  o n e  e v e r· s a i d  on l 1 iM  
t leu t h l 1 1 :e l ,  "( ; ,.,. , i f  I 'd only sp1• 1 1 l  
m o re l i u u- a t  t l u: offi 1 · e: . "  
D o 1 1  ' t  I l l' a frn i e l  t o  s u v  
. ..  I do n ' t k 11 o w . "  • 
Don ' t  1 1 1: u frn it l t o  say 
.. I ' m  so rry. " 
M a h  a l i s t  of 25 t h i ngs 
you w a n t  to r � q u:r i e :n ct: l l l 'fore• 
you t l i c .  C a r ry it in you r 
wul l t:t  u 1 1 1 I  n:for t o i t  ufte •n . 
C u l l  y o u r  m o t h e r. 
�· 
